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Balanced riding not only helps the horse—it looks good, too!

We are concerned with keeping our weight on the horse’s balance at all times. Each time we get off his balance (by losing ours) we are slowing him down or making it more difficult for him to stop or turn.

Riding the horse’s balance (carrying spot) requires both knowledge and skill. It also takes equipment that is built to let the rider get with his horse at all speeds.

Good riding can be neither slouchy nor loose. The rider cannot stay in balance if he is flopping around on the horse’s loins. The loins are the weakest part of a horse’s back. The more weight he carries on them the more it interferes with his ability to perform his best.

It is true that the majority of riders have as their main problem primarily to stay on the horse without any holds barred; yet, without a doubt, best performance can be had only by skilled riders who can stay with the horse’s balance the greatest percentage of the time! Balanced riding not only helps the horse... it looks good, too!

- It takes knowledge, practice, skill, and correctly made equipment to stay in balance with the horse at all speeds. The rider should keep his weight on his feet and legs... not his seat!

- The rider’s problem is to stay where the horse can handle his weight best. The type of saddle or the type of horse makes no difference. The horse’s loin (No. 1) is the weakest part of his back. The rider must stay on the horse’s balance (No. 2) through all movements for better results.

- On the break from the roping chute, the rider is caught behind the horse’s balance which slows them down. It’s not a good roping position, either! The rider needs to be up off of his seat.

THE WESTERN HORSEMAN
Don’t Be Fooled! “A Wooden Tree Only Fits A Wooden Horse!”

(Left photo) Just as 12 pair of socks will not make wooden shoes fit your feet as comfortably as a pair of sneakers, additional padding will not make a wooden tree fit your horse’s back during movement as comfortably as a saddle built using the Boztic Spring Flex Tree™.

(Top left photo) Even under weight, the traditional wooden “No Flex Tree” remains rigid and cannot conform to the contours of your horse’s back. Worse yet is the English Steel Tree — no matter how you pad or stuff it!

(Bottom left photo) Boztic Spring Flex Tree™ offers maximum flexibility.

(As seen above) The Boztic Spring Flex Tree™ is made of flexible, lightweight material which provides precise fit, greater weight distribution, maximum comfort for your horse and greatly enhances speed, balance and agility. The Boz Versatile Balance Rhythm Saddles featuring the Boztic Spring Flex Tree™ are the first and only saddles ever made to truly fit any horse.
Boz Versatile Balance Rhythm Saddles® are the most scientific designed and built saddles in the world.

The “Ultimate” pleasure-trail or Performance Cattle Penning Saddle. (17 lbs.)

BOZ SADDLERY • 33024 GLOBE DRIVE
SPRINGVILLE, CA 93265 • (800) 644-FLEX
(209) 539-2179
Please give this to Jared when you are done. Thank you.